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Language and Automata Theory and Applications: 5th International ConferenceSpringer, 2012


	These proceedings contain the papers that were presented at the 5th International

	Conference on Language and Automata Theory and Applications (LATA

	2011), held in Tarragona, Spain, during May 26–31, 2011.





	The scope of LATA is rather broad, including: algebraic language theory;

	algorithms for semi-structured...
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The Boost Graph Library: User Guide and Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2001

	This user guide and reference manual provides practical insights into generic programming - techniques which can be used to build your own libraries. The CD-ROM includes a complete electronic version of the book, in hyperlinked, searchable PDF format, as well as the BGL itself.
...
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OpenSceneGraph 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	During the last 12 years, OpenSceneGraph, which is one of the best 3D graphics programming interfaces in the world, has grown up so rapidly that it has already become the industry's leading open source scene graph technology. The latest distribution, OpenSceneGraph 3.0, now runs on all Microsoft Windows platforms, Apple Mac OS X, iOS...
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Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2010

	Unlike in the related area of bioinformatics, few books currently exist that document the techniques, tools, and algorithms of chemoinformatics. Bringing together worldwide experts in the field, the Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms provides an overview of the most common chemoinformatics algorithms in a single...
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Graphs and their Uses (New Mathematical Library)The Mathematical Association of America, 1996
In 1963 Oystein Ore wrote this classic volume, which was published in the New Mathematical Library Series. This elegant book has provided students and teachers with an excellent introduction to the field of graph theory for close to thirty years. Robin Wilson's revision adds strength to the book by updating the terminology and notation, bringing...
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Network Graph Analysis and Visualization with GephiPackt Publishing, 2013

	Visualize and analyze your data swiftly using dynamic network graphs built with Gephi


	Overview

	
		Use your own data to create network graphs displaying complex relationships between several types of data elements
	
		Learn about nodes and edges, and customize your graphs using size, color, and...
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TI-89 Graphing Calculator For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Do you own a TI-89, TI-89 Titanium, TI-92 Plus, or a Voyage 200 graphing calculator? If you do, or if you need to get one for school or your job, then you need to know how it works and how to make the most of its functions. "TI-89 For Dummies" is the plain-English nuts-and-bolts guide that gets you up and running on all the things...
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Multi-Relational Data Mining:  Volume 145 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
This thesis is concerned with Data Mining: extracting useful insights from large and detailed collections of data. With the increased possibilities in modern society for companies and institutions to gather data cheaply and efficiently, this subject has become of increasing importance. This interest has inspired a rapidly maturing research field...
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Pre-Calculus Know-It-ALL (Know It All)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Master pre-calculus from the comfort of home!


	Want to "know it ALL" when it comes to pre-calculus? This book gives you the expert, one-on-one instruction you need, whether you're new to pre-calculus or you're looking to ramp up your skills. Providing easy-to-understand concepts and thoroughly...
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Handbook of Approximation Algorithms and MetaheuristicsCRC Press, 2007

	Delineating the tremendous growth in this area, the Handbook of Approximation Algorithms and Metaheuristics covers fundamental, theoretical topics as well as advanced, practical applications. It is the first book to comprehensively study both approximation algorithms and metaheuristics.

	

	Starting with basic approaches, the...
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Juniper QFX5100 Series: A Comprehensive Guide to Building Next-Generation NetworksO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Ideal for network engineers involved in building a data center, this practical guide provides a comprehensive and technical deep-dive into the new Juniper QFX5100 switching family. You’ll learn how the Juniper QFX5100 enables you to create simple-to-use data centers or build some of the largest IP Fabrics in the world.
...
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Formation Control of Multi-Agent Systems: A Graph Rigidity Approach (Wiley Series in Dynamics and Control of Electromechanical Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to formation control of multi-agent systems using rigid graph theory

	
		This book is the first to provide a comprehensive and unified treatment of the subject of graph rigidity-based formation control of multi-agent systems. Such systems are relevant to a variety of emerging engineering...
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